
 

  

 

“Pick 6 – Winning Jackpot Games Like A Pro!”  

  

 

DISCLAIMER:  The lottery is a gamble and should be treated as such.  We are not 

responsible for any losses incurred by using this system.  This information is for 

entertainment purposes only and should be taken as such.  

 

 

 

 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  



 

  

Introduction  

  

The first thing that I want to say before getting into the strategy, is thank you. You have made a 

very good decision in purchasing this strategy guide for the Pick 6 Lottery. It is one of the best 

and most lucrative games to win based on the amount of money that you have to invest. No other 

lottery game gives you quite the thrill or reward that Pick 6 gives you. The best thing about this 

strategy is the fact that we have done the heavy lifting for you, and now present you with the 

keys to the lotto kingdom!   

  

Before you can learn to fly, however, you first need to go through the basics. If you do not spend 

some time going through the early stages of this guide, you will not be successful. Please take 

your time reading and understanding the presentation so that you can actually win.   

If you pick and choose what to listen to, you will not be successful. If you absolutely want to 

make money, make sure to go through the strategy more than once before you drop any money 

on the game.   



 

  

  

With that in mind, you are ready to move forward with our Pick 6 Strategy for winning jackpot 

games like a pro!  

  

The BEST strategy for winning the Pick 6 Lottery nightly!  
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Chapter 1 – Basic Pick 6  

  

  

The Pick 6 lottery is one of the most profitable gambling games that you can play in these 

modern times. You’ll notice that those that win make a great deal of profit from the victory, 

opposed to other methods. If you’re not familiar with the game or what you can win, then you 

need to look into the winners and see what they win. If you feel that you could use five, six, or 

even a seven-figure payout, then you owe it to yourself to play this game.   

  



 

  

However, do not simply go and get a ticket. Make sure that you go with a plan, a strategy, the 

plan of action that we are going to present to you in this guide. If you have a plan that will get 

you 3, 4, 5, or even six numbers each drawing, you will win big, and that’s the purpose of this 

whole book. We have done the math for you so that all you need to do is pay attention!  

  

The following pages will describe a method that will have you looking into decades worth of hot 

zone, cold zone and no zone numbers as well as the last 30 drawings in your state. Using this 

guide, you will win, plain and simple.   

Why People Don’t Win   

Before we launch into the meat of the game you will need to first understand 3 reasons people 

don’t win. If you can understand this, you will be set for the future.   

• Lucky Numbers – Most often than not, people play their “lucky numbers”. Do NOT 

play any numbers that you feel are lucky, or are related to a birthday, anniversary or 

anything like that. The chances of winning with these are rare. If you try to cite a real 

person’s victory, then consider the fact that millions of others lost!   

• Haste – The big problem with losing money with any lotto system is the fact that players 

are rushing in a haste to get the money. By speeding through this guide, by rushing 

through and getting random numbers, you will lose consistently.   

• Quick Picks – If you have ever paid for quick picks, you lost. DO NOT ever go with 

Quick Picks! If you go with this lazy method, you will lose! Seriously, do not do this at 

all, as it is the hardest way to win the lotto.   

  



 

  

Keep the above tips in mind, and you will be successful with our guide. The following will begin  

the process of becoming an expert at the Pick 6 Lottery! 

  

  

The Basics of Gameplay   

The first thing that you need to know is that this game, Pick 6, makes more MILLIONAIRES 

than any other lotto game anywhere. That’s right, more and more gamblers have one through this 

lotto than any other and each jackpot across the nation is on average, 2 MILLION dollars! It 

starts at 2 Million, and then increases until someone wins! So if you’re dreaming of winning 

triple digit millions, this game will do it for you!   

  

Best of all, it is extremely easy to play, and in time, master!   

  

Here is how you play Pick 6 in 4 easy steps:   

  



 

  

1. Go to your local lottery retailer and choose a Pick 6 Lottery betting slip. Read the header 

it will have a giant 6 logo and you will be on the right path. Once again, do not rush, take 

your time, and if you don’t see a slip, ask the clerk to help you.   

  

2. Notice that there are several sections with numbers 1 – 49. You will be selecting six 

numbers for each one of these sections.   

  

3. You can play upwards of 5 sections per slip!  

  

4. Your goal in this game is to hit all 6 numbers and win the big money. If you do not hit all  

6 numbers you will still get paid if you hit 3, 4, or even 5 numbers!   

  

The above 4 steps is the absolute easiest way to get into this game. If you already know how to 

do that, or if you are experienced, then it will be a refresher, but for those that aren’t sure about 

this game, make sure you follow those steps before you turn in your ticket and put your money 

down. You still have to give your slip to the clerk to make it official.   

  

Before you think it’s TOO easy, consider the odds. In all games that you play in your state’s 

lottery, you will have to understand the odds that you’re up against. The chances of you winning 

big are detailed in the following chart below.   

  



 

  

Match   Prize   Odds (per $1 play)   Average Prize*  

6 out of 6    Jackpot   1 : 13,983,816    Jackpot  

5 out of 6    Second   1 : 54,201    $2,700  

4 out of 6    Third   1 : 1,032    $56  

3 out of 6   

  

 Fourth   1 : 57    $3  

  

Refer to the chart again, and you will see that if you do not utilize any strategy at all, your chance 

of hitting 6 out of 6 is nearly impossible! The odds are insurmountable, at 1:13,983,816! That is 

astronomical to say the least. However, do not get crestfallen, and do not get saddened, because 

you will vastly improve your odds simply by utilizing the proven Pick 6 Lottery strategy that we 

are going to give you in the following pages! Each and Every drawing, you can push your odds 

closer and closer to the jackpot, simply by following our guide to the tee!   

  

  

  

Chapter 2 -  The Best Pick 6 Strategy To Winning Jackpot Games Like A Pro!  



 

  

  

If you have the basics down, and you know how to play the game, then you are ready to begin 

learning the strategy that will get you paid. To start things off, you need to first and foremost 

make sure that you pay close attention to the numbers. The following is going to be number 

heavy, and if you have a problem with math, things can get a bit confusing. Stick with it, and 

read over it several times until it is solid before you make your first try at winning the big 

money.   

  

As you might already know, the Pick 6 consists of numbers 1 – 49 and in some states you are 

able to go upwards of 44 – 49. This system can be applied to any state, so if your in a state that 

only goes up to 44 – 49 that’s ok, you can use this system as well.   

  

The first thing you will need to do is divide the Pick 6 game into 5 different decade zones. This 

will help you get the right digits and numerals to hit when you need them to.   

  

These decades are as followed:  

1. 1-10  



 

  

2. 11-20  

3. 21-30  

4. 31-40  

5. 40-49 (40-44 up to 53 in some states)  

  

Out of the above 5 decades you will need to divide your state’s lottery results for 15 days into 3 

different types of zones. This is very important, because if you do not insert your state’s 

numbers, you will not be able to win.   

The 3 Decade Zones   

  

1. Hot Zone – The Hot Zone is a zone in which you will choose 3 of the lottery numbers 

from your state that occur at least 5 or more times within a month. Once again, you will 

need the previous month’s winning numbers to do this, otherwise it will not work, so 

make sure that you have the results. (They are readily available at your state’s official 

Pick 6 website)  

  

2. Cold Zone – The Cold Zone is an area where you will choose 3 of your state’s lottery 

winning combinations from and it will be filled with numerals that appear 2 times or less 

within the previous 30 days of results.   

  

3. The No Zone – The No Zone is a zone in which the numbers are neither hot nor cold, 

and they occur between 3 and 4 times over the last 30 drawings.   

  



 

  

It is very important that you have accurate data. Make sure that you have the current winning 

numbers via your state’s official Pick 6 Lottery website in order to separate the numbers 

properly.  

  

Once you have the notion down, you will now be able to see how the strategy gets ready to help 

you win the Pick 6. First we need to analyze our state’s last 30 drawings in order to get an idea 

of how exactly the zones come together to help raise the odds.   

Since the Pick 6 doesn’t occur daily, we must gather the last 15 drawings, but for states that 

could end up being 2-3 months worth of data. Make sure that you pay close attention to that, 

depending on your state!  

  

Using the data below for our state, we are trying to find the last 30 winning pick 6 numbers for 

our state:  

  

Here are the last 30 drawings for our state:  

 14 15 19 28 41 49  

 08 32 34 36 39 40  

 09 27 34 35 44 46  

 06 18 24 33 47 48  

 01 04 10 36 39 45  

 04 07 23 33 36 41  



 

  

 01 16 32 34 45 46  

 05 15 33 41 43 47  

 02 09 12 17 25 28  

 11 15 17 18 27 40  

 09 25 31 32 40 42  

 06 10 11 26 40 43  

 03 04 16 33 43 49  

 14 18 19 22 40 43  

 06 15 16 17 39 46  

 05 11 25 34 37 42  

 11 28 34 36 37 43  

 03 06 14 36 42 48  

 15 18 23 24 31 35  

 01 03 11 12 26 40  

 02 03 04 15 16 35  

 02 05 08 20 31 32  

 05 09 12 18 23 41  

 01 02 06 10 30 32  



 

  

 01 12 30 34 38 48  

 06 10 23 26 32 38  

 10 11 14 29 36 42  

 05 09 14 25 44 49  

 03 04 22 23 34 44  

 06 14 21 27 31 47  

H = HOT  

C = COLD  

X = NO ZONE  

Decade 1   

01 Occurs = 5  Zone = H  

02 Occurs = 4  Zone = X  no zone  

03 Occurs = 5  Zone = H  

04 Occurs = 5  Zone = H  

05 Occurs = 5  Zone = H  

06 Occurs = 7  Zone = H  

07 Occurs = 1  Zone = C  

08 Occurs = 2  Zone = C  

09 Occurs = 5  Zone = H  

10 Occurs = 5  Zone = H  

  



 

  

7 HOT, 2 COLD, 1 NO ZONE  

  

  

  

  

Decade 2  

11 Occurs = 6  Zone = H  

12 Occurs = 4  Zone = X  no zone  

  

13 Occurs = 0  Zone = C  

14 Occurs = 6  Zone = H  

15 Occurs = 6  Zone = H  

16 Occurs = 4  Zone = X  no zone  

17 Occurs = 3  Zone = X no zone  

18 Occurs = 5  Zone = H  

19 Occurs = 2  Zone = C  

20 Occurs = 1  Zone = C  

  

4 HOT, 3 COLD, 3 NO ZONE.  

  

Decade 3  

21 Occurs = 1  Zone = C  



 

  

22 Occurs = 2  Zone = C  

23 Occurs = 5  Zone = H  

24 Occurs = 2  Zone = C  

25 Occurs = 4  Zone = X no zone  

26 Occurs = 3  Zone = X  no zone  

27 Occurs = 3  Zone = X  no zone  

28 Occurs = 3  Zone = X no zone  

29 Occurs = 1  Zone = C  

30 Occurs = 2  Zone = C  

  

1 HOT, 5 COLD, 4 NO ZONE  

  

Decade 4  

  

31 Occurs = 4  Zone = X  no zone  

32 Occurs = 6  Zone = H  

33 Occurs = 4 Zone = X  no zone  

34 Occurs = 7  Zone = H  

35 Occurs = 3  Zone = X  no zone  

36 Occurs = 6  Zone = H  

37 Occurs = 2  Zone = C  

38 Occurs = 2  Zone = C  



 

  

39 Occurs = 3  Zone =  no zone  

40 Occurs = 6  Zone = H  

  

4 HOT, 2 COLD, 4 NO ZONE.  

  

  

Decade 5  

41 Occurs = 4  Zone = X  no zone  

42 Occurs = 4  Zone = X  no zone  

43 Occurs = 5  Zone = H  

44 Occurs = 3  Zone =  no zone  

45 Occurs = 2  Zone = C  

46 Occurs = 3  Zone = X  no zone  

47 Occurs = 3  Zone = X  no zone  

48 Occurs = 3  Zone = X  no zone  

49 Occurs = 3  Zone = X  no zone  

  

1 HOT, 1 COLD, 6 NO ZONE.  



 

  

  

The Formula   

After you’ve looked at the data shown, you are ready to finally see the full math in working 

order.   

  

In order to win the Pick 6, we have derived a formula based on math that will help the odds best.  

The formula is explained in the following way:   

  

Choose 2 of the hottest numbers from the decade that has the most frequency of occurrence.  

After you have done that, choose 2 of the coldest numbers from the decade that has the most 

frequently recurring cold numbers. After you’ve done that, choose 2 no zone numbers out of the 

decade with the most no zone’s.   



 

  

  

Upon doing so, you will have your 6 winning combination numbers ready to move forward.  

Follow the path exactly, or you will not get the proper combination.   

  

Using the data that we have, the numbers are as follows:   

  

Decade 1 has the hottest numbers, which occur 7 times.  

Decade 3 has the coldest numbers, which occur 5 times.  

Decade 5 has the most no zone numbers, which occurs a total of 6 times.  

  

In order to get our winning combination, we need to analyze the 3 decades that we used to 

take out the correct numbers.   

  

In decade 1 we will be choosing the BEST 2 hot numbers available. In decade 3 we will be 

choosing the BEST 2 cold numbers, and in the final decade 5 we will be choosing the BEST no 

zone numbers that are available.   

  

Decade 1:   

The 2 numbers we must choose are as follows:   



 

  

06 – We chose this number because it has a frequency of occurring 7 times, which is the most in 

the last 30 drawings and it is located in the first decade. (Decade 1)   

The 2nd number we must choose for decade 1 is a six way tie between all the hottest numbers that 

occurred 5 or more times in the past results.   

At this point, you may want to purchase multiple tickets if you find yourself in a situation with 

all 6 numbers tied in the aforementioned fashion. If you don’t want to do that, you can choose 

the hot number that occurred LAST out of the group of 6. In our case it is 01. All of the rest of 

the hot numbers hit after number 01 did, which means that 01 is still the hottest number and is 

due to hit once again in the near future.   

In the case of the 2 numbers we are getting from decade 1 they are the following:  

01, 06  

  

Decade 3:   

We will be choosing the 2 BEST COLD numbers of decade 3 since the cold numbers have 

occurred 5 times out of this particular decade. They are as follows:   

21, 29  

In this particular decade, the 2 numbers only hit 1 time in the past 30 drawings and are they 

COLDEST of the cold available in the results that we have.   

Decade 5:   

  



 

  

We will be choosing the 2 most frequently occurring no zone numbers at this point. The numbers 

that we have chosen based on the results are the numerals 41, 42. These are the numbers we need 

to choose this time because they occur only 4 times each.   

  

Additional Notes*  

In case of a tie, you need to choose the number that hasn’t occurred for the longest period 

of time. You can also choose to purchase additional tickets to include these numbers in 

your Pick 6 winning combination.   

  

From the data that we have analyzed thus far the decades, hot, cold, and no zone’s our winning 

Pick 6 combination would be the following digits:   

  

01, 06, 21, 29, 41, 42  

  
It is highly recommended that you play the same 6 numbers for a period of 7 days. After you 

have done so for 7 days you will need to once again evaluate your numbers one more time using 

the system we have discussed above. Remember, DO NOT go over 7 days without evaluating 

the numbers and getting a new set of playable numerals! This a crucial step in your attempts to 

profit from the pick 6.   

  

Why 7 Days?  

  



 

  

Some might be asking why do you need to wait 7 days, and that’s something that is important to 

address. If you were to utilize the strategy on every day, it would be very time consuming and 

your data WILL NOT change very much. A 7-day cycle will slightly or dramatically change 

your Pick 6 Winning Combination, and it has been proven to be the best method to go about 

winning this type of game.   

  

You have to remember that in Decade 1 we had a 5-way tie for the hottest zone number, and we 

chose 01 because it was a hot number but it occurred LAST. If you have more money to spend 

on each day, you can add the additional numerals 03, 04, 05, 09, and 10 to your combination 

each day since it ended in a tie.   

  

The combinations would look like the following, if you were to utilize them for a 7-day 

cycle that we recommend:  01, 06, 21,29,41,42  

03, 06, 21,29,41,42  

04, 06, 21,29,41,42  

05, 06, 21,29,41,42  

06, 09, 21,29,41,42 

06, 10, 21,29,41,42  

  

If you do not have the money to spend on this type of data set, you can simply choose the 

number that occurred LAST out of your hottest numbers or coldest numbers and that will suffice 

and prove to be a winning combination for you. If you want to spend $6.00 a day for 7 days to 



 

  

include all tied combinations, you can, in the case of a tie, but it is not necessary for the strategy 

to work.   

  

Special Note For Powerball Players and/or Mega Millions Players   

  

This strategy works the same way for the above games. What you need to do is for the 6th 

number, substitute it for your POWERBALL and/or MEGA MILLIONS NUMBER. DO NOT 

think of it as a separate drawing! The Powerball or Mega Millions number will always be 

considered decade 5!   

  

3 Keys For Success   

Before we wrap up the strategy there is something to be said about how to become successful 

with Pick 6 or any other type of lottery. Many people will pick up this guide, read through it, and 

then try to make it happen only to fail. If you or anyone you know picks this up and doesn’t win 

right away, don’t blame the guide. Consider the following 3 keys for success, then try it again.   

  



 

  

1. Understand the Numbers – The very first thing that you will need to remember is that 

you need to remember the numbers and patterns. You cannot win this game if you do not 

have the results from the past, so make sure that you have accurate results. Double check 

them and make sure that you do not slip up in that crucial step. After you have the right 

numbers make absolute sure that you know how to separate them into proper zones. If  

you miss that part of this strategy your combination will not work!   

  

2. Stay Calm in Losses – If you do not win on your first attempt to implement this strategy, 

do not panic and do not get angry. Simply go back to the drawing board and look at your 

calculations. 99% of the time, losses with the Pick 6 strategy that we propose can be 

blamed on miscalculating the combination. You have to be 100% accurate in the way that 

you get your numbers, and play them. Without the accuracy, you will not win. Stay calm, 

and do it again.   

  

3. Patience – Alongside the second point, you need to stay a bit patient. This is not a game 

and strategy that you rush through and win on day one. You have to take your time, and 

fully grasp all the pieces to this guide. Once you feel confident in the method, progress 

forward to betting in a 7-day cycle. Without the confidence, you will be prone to making 

a mistake, and that’s how most people lose. Stay patient, and make sure you know this 

strategy 100% before putting any money.   

  

One last Note*   



 

  

The lottery is a form of gambling. Play it responsibly and never put money down that you need 

to utilize for rent, bills or schooling. Only play with extra money that you have lying around, and 

watch the big wins come through!   

  

Conclusion  

  

  

By following all the pieces to the Pick 6 Strategy that we have created above, you should have 

no problem greatly increasing your ODDS and chances of winning your state’s Pick 6 Lottery. 

Winning can seem like an impossible task but it really isn’t, it is truly a matter of figuring out 

how to utilize the system to get the best possible numbers. With the system you have in your 

hands now, you can rewrite the history books, but you have to be willing to commit some time to 



 

  

the numbers. Within the first few tries of this outlined system, you will start seeing yourself 

hitting 3 or 4 numbers each drawing!   

  

You will also start seeing the possibility of hitting 4 or even all six numbers for the maximum 

jackpot, but that will take some time. This strategy guide is by far the best thing you have going 

for reaching your goal of winning your state’s Pick 6 Lottery.   

Just remember the following quick steps:   

  

• Don’t rush through the guide  

• Understand the Numbers   

• If you do not win, look for mistakes  

• Only play 7 day cycles  

• Make sure you have the right data set of winning numbers!  

• Play responsibly   

  

Thank you again for purchasing this guide, and I wish you the best of Luck!   

  


